
Cloud-based, low-code platform 
 
Powerful Calc Engine handles any 
scenario with speed and accuracy 

Automated workflow to drive new 
revenue and reduce operating costs 
 
Dynamic, customizable and  
compliant illustration reports

Actuarial and regulatory expertise

Modular and API driven to enable 
integration with other systems
 
New business and inforce  
calculations and reporting 

Accessible through web, offline  
and mobile options

OPUSTM Illustrations 
New Business & Inforce Life Insurance Solutions

With OPUSTM Illustrations, agents can produce detailed and compliant illustration reports for all life, critical 
illness, disability and annuity products. With a user-friendly interface that’s designed to deliver quick  
calculations and reports to enable informed decision making, OPUSTM Illustrations elevates the agent and 
client experience to secure new business.  
 
Using proven, sound technology that’s API ready, OPUSTM illustrations offers unlimited scalability to  
prepare your organization for success now, and well into the future. 



System Overview
   
▪ Powerful Calc Engine: Uses proprietary smartfileTM 

technology to process customer specific business 
rules and requirements to deliver fast and accurate 
calculations. 

▪ Integration: API driven for easy two-way integration 
with 3rd party systems including policy admin,  
eSignature such as DocuSign, eApp, CRM and others.

▪ Reporting: Detailed, compliant and visually engaging 
illustration reports.

▪ Accessibility: Web, offline, and mobile options.
▪ Configurable: Designed to be built and maintained 

by business users vs developers. 
▪ Data accuracy: Enter data only once, input guidance, 

global default settings and error notifications.
▪ Sustainable and scalable: Built for future growth 

with ability to accommodate virtually unlimited 
users and concurrent transactions.

UI Features 
▪ Case management: Client and case search,  

archiving, retrieval, case status, etc.
▪ Quote compare: Facilitate easy analysis, review, 

comparison and selection across plans and  
product lines.

▪ Age and amount requirements: Generated and  
displayed based on client and product inputs.

▪ Summary panes and visualizations: Dynamically 
changing summary pane conveniently displays and 
visualizes client and product information.

▪ Reflexive display, navigation and search:  
Displays only relevant information, search and  
retrieve existing cases, and tab navigation for ease 
of use.

▪ Customization options: Carrier specific branding  
and requirements, with configurable role-based user 
preferences.

▪ Multiple outputs and views: Illustration reports, 
multilingual, import/export functionality, excel view, 
ACORD standard, print, email and text capabilities.

About illustrate inc 
 
Established in 1989, with offices in Toronto and Kansas City, illustrate inc 
has been building and delivering powerful and innovative web based POS 
software solutions – including quoting, illustrations, and eApps – for the 
North American Life Insurance industry, enabling carriers of any size to 
embark on, extend, or enhance their Digital Transformation.

▪   877-575-5510 
▪   sales@illustrateinc.com 
▪   illustrateinc.com 

 i

+ Term
x Whole Life
÷  Universal Life
+ Critical Illness
x Disability
÷ Annuities
+ Riders
x  Ratings
÷ Withdrawals
+ Loans

Calculation Capabilities
x  Tax
÷ Commissions
+ Indexed UL
x  Multi-Life
÷ Juvenile
+  Scenarios
x Segregated 

Funds
÷ GMWB
+  Regulatory

x Wealth Products
÷  Flexible Calc  

Methodologies
+ Unlimited Solves
x Multiple Needs Analysis
÷ Strategies
+ Dividends
x Cash Value
÷ PAR
> And More! 

Discover Our Entire Solution Set 

Illustrations | Quoting | Mobile | eApps | Needs Analysis | New Business | Inforce 

For more information:


